General Systemic awareness of our Life and Education today
(changes all around us and changes within us, modern development of Education - content and methodology)

Education – it is Life experience for Life.
what is gained during specially organized educational activities

1. What is philosophical and psychological basis of Education as Life experience for Life?

Material world - P R A C T I C E (materialism)
Observable PHENOMENA

EDUCATION
World of thoughts - (idealism)

Cognition
Consideration
Behaviour
Education as Life Experience for Life – fundamental artistic as well as scientific reflection of material world phenomena in human’s consciousness

EDUCATION - it is awareness of real life phenomena as the result of fundamental research / cognition of these phenomena for applied research / behaviour to satisfy corresponding needs of our practical life.

2. Fundamental and Applied Life Experience for Life

EDUCATION - from practice for practice

Fundamental Research

Educational Research

General Education for all
3. Principal content and methodology of modern Educational Research

Principal concepts of human’s RESEARCH of different real world phenomena

Systemic reflection of sensed phenomena in human’s consciousness: systemic world of human’s thoughts - systems thinking

People aware their material world by parts (analyses), comparing and connecting them (synthesis). It means systems thinking.

Educational activity as a whole includes management of education (defining content, goals of corresponding life experience) and pedagogical process (realizing defined content – goals in practice)
4. Each educated person has reached corresponding level as HOMO SAPIENS

Homo Sapiens: will, feelings, mind above our instincts

Knowledge, attitudes (values), skills – basic content of our life experience for life
Thank you very much for your attention and good luck to all of you within your educational activities!

Great Thoughts are simple and clear, but to reach them - we need to rise up from Everyday Complexity!

Up and down - step by step forward!

Sincerely Yours
Uncle Andris
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